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omi felt like his entire body was confused, his body sank violently to the ground, like a meteor,
smashing into the ground, and when he reached the ground, he still went straight down into the
ground.
omi’s first time being attacked by a War God of this level, all of which had been only a guess before,
and only now did he deeply appreciate how powerful it was.
Previously, omi had deluded himself into thinking that he could compete with a War God of this level
now that he had so many divine weapons, but now it turned out that omi was still far from being
strong enough to compete with a War God of this level.
After omi blew into the ground, that Gao Xiaolian certainly wouldn’t let go and came after him, of
course, she seemed to see that the basin in omi’s hand wasn’t something ordinary, she wanted it.
At the bottom of the ground, omi felt like his bones were breaking all over.
Under normal circumstances, omi would have died for sure, thanks to the material omi had
incorporated into the Overturning Mirror, that’s why he wasn’t blown to death in one go.
“What should we do?”At that moment, omi chanted a spell and appeared in Gao Xiaolian’s room out of
thin air.In the next second, omi’s entire body disappeared in place, and on top of that stone tablet,
there was a carved up figure out of thin air, unfortunately, that carved up figure had its face behind its
back, so it couldn’t see who it was.
At that moment, that Gao Xiaolian chased down.
“Where is the person?”Gao Xiaolian couldn’t figure out what to do, omi suddenly disappeared into thin
air.
“No, suddenly disappeared?What’s going on?Could it be that just now that person could still move
through the air?How is this possible.”
So-called spaced movement was instantaneous movement, a supernatural ability that only the
Immortal Emperor alone could master, as he had mastered the Heart of the Hong Meng. The first
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At that moment, Gao Xiaolian saw a stone tablet under the ground, the stone tablet was not beaten,
almost the size of a book.
Gao Xiaolian picked up that stone stele and saw a simple figure of a man carved on it, only, it was
carved on his back.
“This stone stele is extraordinary.”Gao Xiaolian directly took the stone stele away.
At this moment, omi felt like he was staying in a room where one of the sides had no walls and could
clearly see outside.

omi clearly saw that Gao Xiaolian had taken away this stone tablet.
“Damn, what am I supposed to do with this?”omi was depressed, there seemed to be no escape route
at all.
omi didn’t know how long the war outside had been going on, he couldn’t see it anymore.
By the time omi saw the outside world again, seven or eight days had already passed.
Moreover, the first thing omi saw was that face of Gao Xiaolian, to be fair, this Gao Xiaolian’s face was
quite delicate, belonging to the first glance average, but the faster it was, the better.
That Gao Xiaolian, was holding that stone tablet, looking left and right.
“Strange, what kind of stone is this?”
“What’s the point?If it’s an ordinary stone, I don’t believe in it, but if it’s something good, I can’t see it
anyway.”Gao Xiaolian muttered to herself as she looked at the stone tablet.
It should be in Gao Xiaolian’s room at the moment.
Also, the war seemed to be over, Miss Gao returned to the Immortal Realm, returned to her room, and
then took out the stone tablet to be auspicious.
omi sat in his room inside the stone tablet and sighed, he didn’t know, what was the outcome of the
war, but it looked like the French Dynasty was very dangerous.
omi really doesn’t know now.
Should I go out, if I go out, I’ll be arrested in no time, and besides, this is already the Immortal Realm,
the Immortal Emperor is looking for him.
That Miss Gao Xiaolian couldn’t see the way out of the door, so she put the stone tablet down and said,
“It seems that nothing can be studied, so I’ll treat it as an ornament.”After saying that, Miss Gao
placed the stone tablet on a row of bookshelves in her room.
omi could clearly see the entire room.
“Someone, prepare bath water for me.”Gao Xiaolian instructed her servant.
“Yes.”Several maidservants promised outside.
Gao Xiaolian stretched her lazy waist and said, “After fighting with Fa Wu Tian for seven days and
seven nights, I just got back, I’m really exhausted, I want a good bath.”
omi heard Miss Gao’s murmurings with a clear consciousness.
Not long after, the servants carried the bath bucket and fetched hot water.
After the servants left, of course Gao Xiaolian didn’t know anyone was watching, thought no one was
there, and took off.
“Wow.”omi saw it in the monolith and almost had a nosebleed.

“What a plump body, hehehehe.”omi laughed.
Gao Xiaolian entered the wooden barrel under omi’s eyes and sat down in it.
omi said, “I never thought there would be another warrior goddess in the immortal world with such a
strong body ah, the face looks very ordinary at first glance, but the more you look, the more durable it
is, really good boy.”
omi gulped his saliva.
After taking a bath for a while, Gao Xiaolian’s eyes were dull, as if she had something on her mind.
“I really want a man so badly.”Suddenly, Takao.
“Wow.”omi shrieked, I really didn’t see it coming.
A few seconds later, but Gao Xiaolian sighed, “Unfortunately, looking at all the war gods in the entire
Immortal Realm, none of them have already had three wives and four concubines, and no matter what,
I, Gao Xiaolian, would never choose to be one of the others.The higher you go, the lonelier you are.Had
I known back then, I might as well not have become so strong, or at least weaker, I would have had
more options.”
omi knew that the entire Gao Xiaolian was just as newly risen as Leng Tianling, or even, far shorter
than Leng Tianling’s rise.
When she turned back one day, she was already standing at the height of dozens of strong War Gods in
the Immortal Realm, and there were only a few men she could choose from, so she had actually left
herself to become the strongest leftover woman in the Three Realms.
After soaking for an hour, Gao Xiaolian stepped out of the barrel and stood in front of a mirror,
looking left and right, as if admiring her own body.
In the end, Gao Xiaolian sighed: “What’s the big deal, in this world, only you can appreciate your own
body, I’ve kept my body so well, it’s just for my own enjoyment.Sometimes when I think about it, I
really regret that I didn’t go for a great love when I was weak, and now that I’m standing at the top of
the Three Realms, it’s no longer possible.Although there are a few war gods chasing me, such as Leng
Tian Ling and the Wind and Fire War God, but they all have so many children and grandchildren, I don’t
want them.”
“Ahhhh.”Suddenly, Gao Xiaolian, no longer confined to mumbling to herself, suddenly shouted.
“This kind of day, really so boring ah, heaven, you give me a man, right now, if a man suddenly appears
out of nowhere, I don’t care if he is strong or weak, I’m open to it, I don’t want to continue to be a
leftover girl la.”Gao Xiaolian shouted in a crazy manner.
She knew that it was impossible and no one would hear her, that’s why she said it.

